Everything Matters™ Consultations and Seminars
Joy. Leadership. Success.

Burnout causes failure and pain.
Rosalinda O’Neill, Burnout & Success Expert, will show you her
Everything Matters™ 6 Practical Steps to avoid burnout,
and recover from burnout and failure. We have the heart and
wisdom for you and your loved ones to have success and a
wonderful life.
For talent retention, improving your ability to succeed and
increasing profits. Our series of motivational and educational
success topics and writings include:

“Success Quicksand - Avoiding Burnout & Failure”
“Managing For Success - In Life & Work”
“Dealing with Difficult Clients and People”
“Leading Through Crisis”

“Success Quicksand - Avoiding Burnout & Failure”
Success Quicksand destroys creativity, talent, health and profits. It causes costly mistakes and results from
chronic overload and daily demands on you. Learn to avoid burnout and failure while still working and living at
full speed. Stop cheating yourself, your work and those you love. Only success-driven men and women need attend.
Practical ways exist to succeed and not live chronically overloaded and trapped in Success Quicksand.
For more information contact Rosalinda O’Neill at 1-888-99-MENTOR or Rosalinda@ceolifementor.com.

...................................................................
CEO LifeMentor, Inc. professionals deliver assessment tools, insight, perspective, understanding and wisdom to make you and your world
more successful. We give you powerful skills, including smarter strategic thinking, to achieve the success you want, and to better enjoy your
work and personal life.
Working with individuals, public and privately held companies, and legal and accounting firms and medical practices, we produce fast,
long-lasting results remaining mindful of the many demands on our clients' time and the need for strict confidentiality.
Rosalinda O'Neill, President, founded CEO LifeMentor®, Inc. in 1984 as an extension of her unique skills as a strategic business consultant,
mentor and licensed marriage & family therapist.

Mentoring, Training, Retreats and Publications

1.888.99.MENTOR, ceolifementor.com, 23622 Calabasas Road, Suite 102, Calabasas, CA 91302
Increasing achievements, abilities to succeed, and satisfaction for Boards, CEOs, Exec Teams, Partnerships and Individuals.
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